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In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content:

Reviewed by:
Deborah Stevenson
Veteran author Yolen offers a combination of her own verses and traditional nursery rhymes in this collection of seventy-five poems for the youngest poetry audiences. Topics are familiar to favorites such as food and eating ("Munch, Munch"), beloved toys and comfort objects ("Everybody Needs a Teddy Sometimes"), and bedtime ("Night Worries"), as well as some acknowledgement of setbacks and obstacles ("Oops, Whoops"). The verses don't always scan well and they're on the blandly adorable side, but they're sweet and chantable; engrossed youngsters will appreciate the opportunities for playful laptime reads. Dyer's pencil and watercolor art is delicate and personable, with a pretty multiracial cast of babies and caretakers (preponderantly female); warm, pale gold predominates as a background color and tasteful borders frame the pages, emphasizing the "treasury" flavor of the volume. This is rich with adult gift appeal, but there's genuine appeal in many of the nursery-rhyme-esque verses, so youngsters—and baby-shower honorees—will warm to this collection. Indexes of titles and first lines are appended.
parents of the runaway gingerbread boy in "From the Kitchen," the giant's wife in "The Giant Confides in Jack" ("Husband's pockets are always full of freckles and toes"). Folk tale poetry is a pretty crowded field these days, though, and many of the entries are merely recapitulations in verse, lacking the twist promised in the title. The art has some lively moments—the human-sized frog frantically bolting from the princess, the gingerbread boy being lowered toward a humongous and hungry mouth—but too often the thickly painted scenes bury their interesting details in dark backgrounds and compositions that are murky and indistinct, lacking sufficient contrast to draw focus to the best parts. Singer's Mirror, Mirror (BCCB 4/10) is a fresher folk tale poetry outing, but there are still curricular opportunities here, and readers (and readers aloud) can home in on the most rewarding entries. A table of contents lists the poems by tale and title; an appended spread gives a précis of the source stories. DS


Veteran author Yolen offers a combination of her own verses and traditional nursery rhymes in this collection of seventy-five poems for the youngest poetry audiences. Topics are familiar, tot favorites such as food and eating ("Munch, Munch"), beloved toys and comfort objects ("Everybody Needs a Teddy Sometimes"), and bedtime ("Night, Night, Good Night"), as well as some acknowledgement of setbacks and obstacles ("Oops, Whoops"). The verses don't always scan well and they're on the blandly adorable side, but they're sweet and chantable; engrossed youngsters will appreciate the opportunities for playful laptime reads. Dyer's pencil and watercolor art is delicate and personable, with a pretty multiracial cast of babies and caregivers (presumably female); warm, pale gold predominates as a background color and tasteful borders frame the pages, emphasizing the "treasury" flavor of the volume. This is rich with adult gift appeal, but there's genuine appeal in many of the nursery-rate verses, so youngsters—and baby-shower honorees—will warm to this collection. Indexes of titles and first lines are appended. DS
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